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ABSTRACT

Declarative networking is an approach where distributed
computations are modeled and programmed using declara-
tive formalisms based on extensions of Datalog. On a logical
level, programs (queries) are specified over a global schema
and are computed by multiple distributed computing nodes
over which the input database is partitioned. These nodes
can perform local computations and communicate asynchro-
nously with each other via messages. The model operates
under the assumption that messages can never be lost but
can be arbitrarily delayed. An inherent source of inefficiency
in such systems are the global barriers raised by the need
for synchronization in computing the result of queries.

This source of inefficiency inspired Hellerstein to formu-
late the CALM-principle which suggests a link between log-
ical monotonicity on the one hand and distributed consis-
tency without the need for coordination on the other hand
(CALM stands for Consistency And Logical Monotonicity).
A crucial property of Datalog programs (and monotone pro-
grams in general) is that derived facts must never be re-
tracted when new data arrives. The latter implies a simple
coordination-free execution strategy: every node sends all
relevant data to every other node in the network and out-
puts new facts from the moment they can be derived. No co-
ordination is needed and the output of all computing nodes
is consistent. This observation led to the CALM-conjecture
which, in its revised form1, states

“A query has a coordination-free execution strat-

egy iff the query is monotone.”

In this talk, we discuss the CALM-conjecture (what does it
even mean to be coordination-free?) and its status: when
computing nodes are increasingly more knowledgeable on
how tuples are distributed, increasingly more queries can
be computed in a coordination-free manner. In fact, these
classes can be characterized in terms of increasingly weaker
forms of monotonicity thereby adding a new dimension to

1The original conjecture replaced monotone by Datalog.
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the CALM-conjecture. Furthermore, we discuss novel (and
more traditional) fragments of Datalog (with negation) cap-
turing the above classes. At the end, we point out future
directions and challenges for the community.
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